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A new and exciting approach to basic Japanese for young adultsThe Association for

Japanese-Language Teaching (AJALT), renowned for its Japanese for Busy People series, has

developed a comprehensive course for teaching Japanese to young adulsts in English-speaking

countries.Japanese for Young People is a new three-level series designed primarily for junior high

and high school curricula encourage systematic Japanese-language acquisition through an

enjoyable but structured learning process.This Kana Workbook-a fully integrated component of the

Japanese for Young People series-is for young students who want to learn the two native phonetic

sctipts, hiragana nad katakana. Its unique and proven approach, which is based on a solid

foundation of writing drills and an aptional audio cassette that is part of Japanese for Young People

I: Cassette Tapes, teaches the pronunciation and configuration of the kana characters in

tandem.with numerous illustrations, a combination of traditional reading and writing drills, and an

entertaining selection of crossword puzzles and wordsearches, Japanese for Young People I: Kana

Workbook is the prefect guide for young learners encountering Japanese for the first time.
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I own several Kana workbooks. This one is average. Not as instructive as Rita Lampkins, not as

comprehensive as Mitamura's two book set on hiragana and katakana, but OK.I have the text as

well and there is not really that much of a connection between the two. So you can use the

workbook on its own. I don't own the tapes that give aural reinforcement to some of the exercises in



the workbook. They are too expensive.

I have taught Japanese out of several books, and I would not recommend this one, especially for

beginner Japanese students. It is not very user friendly, and there is not an answer key for any of

the books.

I've had experiences with the workbook for a college text on Japanese and it was almost worthless.

This is not, the exercises match the book well and have some real value. I recommend this book.

Not the best in the world, but up to the task. Recommended.

Workbook contains all kind of hiragana activities: reading, writing and even games. Though I'd

prefer more writing pages, so that student's won't need buying special notebooks.

User friendly and great activity book to keep up with Japanese
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